This package includes 22 books from People’s Medical Publishing House, USA - a division of one of China’s premier medical publishers - that have been recommended by medical librarians and medical content specialists with Doody’s Review Service™, a medical book quality assessment service.

This comprehensive collection, spanning a range of medical specialties, is a great way for medical libraries—especially institutions with limited budgets—to quickly expand their e-resource collection with some of medicine’s most well-known books.

Each title has been given a 4- or 5 Doody’s Star Rating®, signifying exceptional quality, and/or has been designated a Doody’s Core Title™. Doody’s Core Titles have been selected by academically affiliated healthcare professionals and medical librarians, and are considered must-have resources for practitioners, researchers, and students.

What's Included

- Advanced Therapy in Surgical Oncology
- Atlas of Cosmetic and Reconstructive Periodontal Surgery
- Atlas of Gastrointestinal Surgery - Volume 1
- Ballenger's Otorhinolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery
- Biostatistics: The Bare Essentials
- Esthetics in Dentistry, Volume 1. Principles, Communications, Treatment Methods
- Evidence-Based Otitis Media
- Glasscock-Shambaugh's Surgery of the Ear
- Ingle's Endodontics
- Interstitial Lung Disease
- Medical Care of Cancer Patients
- Molecular Imaging: Principles and Practice
- PDQ Evidence-Based Principles and Practice
- Pediatric Anesthesia
- Physical Examination of the Heart and Circulation
- Renal Cell Carcinoma
- Schuknecht's Pathology of the Ear
- Skin and Soft Tissue Injuries & Infections
- Smith's Textbook of Endourology
- Surgery of the Aorta and its Body Branches
- Surgery of the Cerebellopontine Angle
- The Eustachian Tube: Structure, Function, and Role in the Middle Ear